We are the light
Music & Lyrics by Nils Elders

We'll find the destiny
We were born in the stars
This opportunity
To know who we are
Let the world know we can make a change this year
Let time show we made a difference here
When we feel that we've got a lot to prove
Take a look at everyone around you
Never give up
Together we're strong
Just see how far we've come

We are the light
Bright like the sun
We are the light
That shines for everyone
We are the spark that inspires
The flame that keeps us right
So let's stand together
We are the light

An idea is a seedling
That you can sow
Determination is a sunbeam
That can help it to grow
Let the world know that our intention is clear
Let time show that we made a difference here
When we feel that we've got a lot to prove
Take a look at everyone around you
Never give up
Together we're strong
Just see how far we've come

We are the light
Bright like the sun
We are the light
That shines for everyone
We are the sparks that inspire
The flame that keeps us right
So let's stand together
We are the light

Together we stand
Together we stand
Together we stand
Together we stand
Yeah the sky is the limit
We are the light